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The Contractors’ Critic

Ivey Mechanical currently enjoys one of the largest
commercial construction businesses in the southeastern United
States. If you look at Ivey Mechanical’s web site, you might
think that the company has enjoyed several unbroken decades of
success, beginning with its 1947 start-up in Mississippi.

The company grew from a small Mississippi contractor by
picking up military and other government work, and became one
of the largest mechanical contractors in the country with over
$140 million annual business in the nineties, and “briefly became
part” of the consolidations in the mechanical contracting
industry, before “acquiring itself” in 2003.

Now the Contractors’ Critic brings you the real story. Ivey’s
own version of its history neglects to mention its role in the
disastrous bankruptcies of Encompass, Ivey’s parent company
that left projects half-built, and left equipment suppliers with
unpaid bills of countless millions of dollars.

During the declining days of Ivey’s affiliation with
Encompass, OSHA issued several serious citations and
proposed thousands of dollars in fines against Ivey/Encompass.
Soon after Ivey emerged from the Encompass bankruptcy, Ivey
began aggressively filing court suits against some of its clients
and others, to collect minor debts, according to court documents.
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IVEY DRAGS ITS CLIENT
INTO LITIGATION: DID
THEY OVERCHARGE BY
$1.6 MILLION?

In 2007, Gray Construction hired Ivey to
help build a 56,000 square foot chlorinated
PVC manufacturing plant for Kaneka
Texas Corporation in Pasadena, Texas, just
east of Houston. Gray awarded Ivey
Mechanical a $4.65 million contract for the
mechanical work on that chemical plant,
including the piping, instrumentation, and
equipment setting and commissioning.

But only seven months into the job Ivey
Mechanical alleged they had cost overruns
because of “multiple disputes” over
overtime, repair work, and other claims.
Gray Construction objected, and charged
that instead, Ivey Mechanical actually
owed Gray a credit of $1,602,107 because
Ivey Mechanical’s original Material Take
Off had overstated the job’s pipe and
fittings.

Initially Gray and Ivey Mechanical tried
to negotiate, and when that failed, they
submitted their claims to mediation. A
portion of the dispute also went to
arbitration, while mediation continued.
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The Critic has pieced this story
together by scrutinizing the details in
dozens of court suits, bankruptcy
files,  newspaper and magazine
articles, OSHA records, and other
sources.

By 2002, on the financial side,
Ivey’s Encompass ended up
reeling under a $1.76 billion
debt, and defaulted on their bank
loans. Its stock fell from $20 a
share to pennies a share and
Encompass, formerly known as
Ivey, filed for bankruptcy in a
Texas court.

Ivey’s company owed $239
million to its suppliers and
$129 million for uncompleted
work when it filed for
bankruptcy. Encompass
owed equipment suppliers
such as General Electric and
Graybar Electric over $5
million apiece among others.
Encompass’ reorganization
scheme initially planned to

repay only $160 million to trade
creditors.

“It must have hurt, since
Encompass was Ivey’s baby,”
reported Contractor Magazine.

Two months after Joe Ivey’s
Encompass Services filed
bankruptcy,  Larry Terrell, who
headed a company called LT
Mechanical, offered to buy
Encompass Mechanical Services
Southeast (formerly known as Ivey)
for $4.336 million. Terrell had
apparently worked for Ivey before it
became Encompass, and Terrell is
Ivey’s current CEO.

Encompass Services was anxious
to dump the former Ivey/Encompass.
“Employee  morale …(at Ivey/
Encompass) is at an all-time low,”

Encompass declared in their
related bankruptcy filings.

Terrell obtained Ivey/
Encompass’s operations across
the Southeast, including its
offices and fabrication shop in
Mississippi, and offices in
Georgia, Tennessee, North and
South Carolina, and Kentucky.
The facilities that Ivey/
Encompass took over from
Encompass, are the same
addresses where the “New” Ivey
operates today.

Ivey/Encompass also obtained
the contact to complete
construction of the Georgia World
Congress Center, and to wind
down Encompass’s failed Ray
Mechanical operation in Florida.

Ivey/Encompass’s Financial Woes

What really happened in the late
1990s was that Ivey owner Joe
Ivey’s partnered with financial
speculators. They bought together
dozens of small regional mechanical
contractors, including Ivey

Mechanical and its current affiliate
Trinity Contractors, and consolidated
those companies into a national
contractor first called Group
Maintenance America, then Building
One Services, and finally Encompass
Services.

Joe Ivey piloted Encompass, and his
own Ivey Mechanical operated as one
of the largest elements of Encompass.
Ivey Mechanical and several affiliated
operations performed work in its
current geographical area under the

Ivey’s own version of its history neglects to
mention its role in the disastrous bankruptcies
of Encompass, it’s parent company that left
projects half-built, and left equipment suppliers
with millions of dollars in unpaid bills.

IVEY MECHANICAL cont’d on page 3
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The interim arbitration finding awarded Ivey Mechanical’s a mere
fraction of their demand, while the remaining issues simmered at
mediation. Then, abruptly, in 2010 Ivey Mechanical filed a court suit
in Kentucky seeking to confirm the arbitration award, and also filed
a court suit in Texas seeking more money from Gray.

More construction industry participants agree that arbitration and
mediation are far superior alternatives to ruinous court suits. So
Gray and Ivey’s construction customer, Kaneka, were probably
dismayed that Ivey Mechanical pursued its scorched-earth litigation
strategy.

Gray filed its own counterclaims against Ivey Mechanical,
charging Ivey Mechanical with disregarding its binding commitments
to the mediation process and “forum shopping.”

But Gray’s concerns paled next to the angry responses from Ivey
Mechanical’s ultimate construction customer, Keneka Texas. As
part of Ivey Mechanical’s blizzard of court motions, Ivey
Mechanical subpoenaed a mountain of documents from Kaneka.

Kaneka’s court-filed response dated May 13, 2010, essentially
charged that Ivey Mechanical had misled Kaneka about the court
suit’s status. Kaneka’s court-filed responses claimed:

Ivey has knowing violated the Court’s order by
misrepresenting to Kaneka’s counsel that this
lawsuit has not been stayed... and by filing a
frivolous Motion to Compel (production of
documents).

Ivey informed the Court that Ivey intended to
continue seeking (documents) from Kaneka
under the Subpoena, and the Court informed …
Ivey that it had no authority to enforce the
subpoena. In direct defiance of the Court’s order…
Ivey… (asked)… to inspect Kaneka’s documents.

Ivey (‘s) … requests are burdensome, harassing,
(and) overbroad … sanctions should be imposed.

The case was ultimately dismissed.

name of Encompass Mechanical-
Southeast.

One business magazine headlined
an article about the deals as “Ivey
Mechanical – A big Mississippi
Success Story,” and highlighted Ivey
winning work at the new Nissan plant
in Mississippi.

OSHA cited Ivey for a
serious violation and

$2,275 fine on the Nissan
job. The agency also filed 5
violations and proposed a

$21,800 fine after a worker
was electrocuted while

replacing a fan and motor
on a jobsite.

But the Nissan job was bumpy.
OSHA cited Ivey for a serious
violation and $2275 fine, and an
injured worker also sued Ivey. OSHA
also proposed tens of thousands of
dollars in fines against Ivey/Encompass-
Southeast for several other OSHA
violations at other unsafe job sites.
OSHA filed 5 violations and proposed
a $21,800 fine against Encompass/
Ivey after a worker was electrocuted
while replacing a fan and motor on an
air conditioner in North Carolina.

IVEY LITIGATION cont’d from front page
IVEY MECHANICAL
cont’d from page 2
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Ivy Court Cases & Tax Problems
IVEY/ENCOMPASS

ACCUSED OF RACISM

Touko was a black man who worked
for Ivey as a plumbing foreman for 13
years. He worked for Ivey/Encompass
on jobs in eight states. He supervised 30
Ivey workers on the World Congress
Center job in Atlanta, and on many
other jobs.

He operated from Ivey/
Encompass’s Stone Mountain,
Georgia location. But a new Ivey
foreman took over  who did not like
black people, according to Touko’s court
suit. Touko was disciplined for allegedly
not wearing safety glasses, and then
fired. He charged that Ivey/Encompass
fired him because of his race. The case
was later settled.

IVEY/ENCOMPASS AFFILIATE

ACCUSED OF WAGE VIOLATIONS

Charles Ray Wright was a plumber’s
apprentice for Trinity Contractors in
Alabama, an affiliate of Ivey/
Encompass. He claimed he was paid
only $13 an hour, at a time when Ivey/
Encompass was billing their customers
$70-80 an hour for its plumbers.

Wright charged that Ivey/ Encompass
did not pay him for the time he spent
filling out paperwork and attending
safety meetings, and he did not get
overtime pay for working more than 40
hours a week.

Encompass warned Wright he would
be disciplined for charging for time at
the safety meetings, and he charged he
was later fired for complaining about
the unpaid overtime. Wright sued for

the wage and hour violations and for
being retaliated against because of
his complaints.

IVEY RESORTS TO SUING

CUSTOMERS OVER SMALL SUMS

Within months after the “New”
Ivey/Encompass emerged from
bankruptcy, it began filing court suits
against its own customers, often
over relatively trifling sums. In
North Carolina alone over less than
two years, Ivey sued or filed liens
against 18 of its own customers,
including  a suit against Lee’s China
for $240 and against Robin Beckner
for $224.

equipment, its general contractors
and customers have refused to pay
Ivey, OSHA and at least one
government agency filed violations
against it, and some of its subcontractors
have performed poorly.

On occasion Ivey has retaliated
with vigorously prosecuted court
suits, often against its own clients
and employees.

IVEY’S FLORIDA PROBLEMS

Larry Terrell bought Encompass-
Southeast out of bankruptcy, and turned
it back into Ivey Mechanical. But part
of the deal obligated Ivey to  terminate
Encompass’ operation in Jacksonville,

On occasion Ivey has
retaliated with vigorously
prosecuted court suits,
often against its own
clients and employees.

IVEY’S TAX PROBLEM

The “old” Ivey had another historic
problem in North Carolina; the
Employment Security Commission had
filed a  certificate of a unemployment
insurance tax delinquency for $1,950.

The “new” Ivey has faced challenges
on several fronts. In some instances
its workers have been injured, its
suppliers have pawned off faulty
equipment on Ivey, its vendors have
botched deliveries and damaged

and to close down Ray’s Mechanical,
a mom-and-pop operation.

But Ivey apparently tried to hang
on to some Florida business, even
though Florida was not supposed to
be part of the new Ivey operation.
Ivey started by buying Ray
Mechanical’s property for $10.

Not all went well for the “new”
Ivey in Florida. La Quinta Inns sued
Ivey in Jacksonville, and Ivey levied
tens of thousands of dollars worth of
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liens for unpaid bills, and filed
subsequent court suits,  against
several Florida clients, and became
mired in the following court suit,
Ivey V Coastal Crane, over a
hospital job.

Ivey rented a crane and hired an
operator from Coastal to install a
chiller on a concrete pad at the
HealthSouth Hospital in Sarasota,
Florida. The chiller fell and was
dragged on the ground,  damaging
the chiller, and the piping on which it
fell, causing $142,000 in damages,
according to Ivey.

Coastal claimed that the chiller
installation was performed under
Ivey’s direction and supervision. Ivey

had rigged the chiller, determined
where to locate the crane, gave the
hand signals to direct the chiller’s
movements , and anyway, the chiller
could have been repaired for $18,000.
The case was later dismissed.

On another Florida hospital job,
Ivey/Encompass filed a lien for over
$787,000 of unpaid work on a $13
million project at the Jacksonville
Memorial Hospital. That 2010 lien
against Ivey’s general contractor
Brasfield & Gorrie LLC,  encumbered
the hospital’s property.

Earlier, Ivey/Encompass had taken
over a $169,000 lien against the land
of their construction customer ML
properties, because of a dispute with

Ivey Mechanical v. Atlantic Skanska

     This litigation began when Atlantic Skanska subcontracted to Ivey to assist in the construction of Cobb County,
Georgia’s Northwest Cobb W.R.F. expansion of a wastewater treatment plant in Kennesaw. After the job was over, Ivey
claimed that Skanska and the insurance companies that bonded the job, still  owed Ivey over  $85,000.
     Atlantic Skanska and the bonding companies had their own version of events, set out in their court filings:

Ivey’s demands for payment... were unjustified. (Shanska) denies that Ivey has made a valid claim.

Ivey materially and substantially breached and is in default of the contract by failing to provide
adequate labor and materials as required... preforming defective and/or deficient work, and failing to
preform the work in accordance... With the contract and delaying the work of the project.

As a direct… result of Ivey(‘s) breach, Skanska incurred substantial costs and damages....
Including… the costs of completing and correcting Ivey’s work, and for compensating… for delays
caused by Ivey. The amount of Skanska’s damages is currently estimated at approximately $103,000.

Defendant Ivey has consistently acted in bad faith … Ivey has been stubbornly litigious and has
caused … unnecessary trouble and expense.

     Skanska and the bonding companies also objected that Ivey’s dispute was subject to arbitration rather than plunging
into potentially ruinous litigation.

Vallencourt Construction of
Middleburg, Florida. And Ivey also
sought to foreclose on the property of
Downtown Daytona 2000, over
unpaid construction bills.

The “new” Ivey/Encompass sought
to take over some of the former
Encompass’s ongoing, but often troubled
jobs, in other locations. Ivey/
Encompass faced a blizzard of liens
and court suits from angry
subcontractors and bonding companies
over a nursing home job it took over in
Burlington, North Carolina.

These days, Ivey, operates with a

COURT CASES & TAX PROBLEMS
cont’d on page 6
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Construction customers should be
concerned about their contractors’ safety
records, because any injured contractor
employee, or third party, can be legally
entitled to sue the construction customer
for compensation.

Court records and other sources reveal
that about 350 of Ivey’s (and its affiliates’)
workers suffered injuries from 2005-2010.
Court cases in several states also show
that Ivey has balked at covering all of
those injured workers’ medical claims.

Here is one example from Alabama of an
injured Ivey worker, Anthony Robbins.
The injured worker in this instance also

Ivey’s injured workers seek justice
charged that Ivey had “let him go” after
he filed his claim. If Ivey knowingly
discharged an injured worker because
they filed a compensation claim, that
could have skirted state labor law. That
particular charge was never proved up
in court, although Ivey did ultimately
pony up additional money for the
injured worker.

Anthony Robbins  v Ivey dba
Trinity Contractors: Anthony
Robbins worked for Ivey Mechanical,
also known as Trinity Contractors, in
2007, when he suffered a back injury in
December, 2007. He missed over five

months of work because of his injuries.
But Ivey Mechanical refused to pay

anything beyond Robbins’ initial medical
diagnosis costs, claiming his injury
was a flair-up of a preexisting injury.

Robbins also claimed that Ivey
contrived to “let go” of him, and
terminated him over allegations of an
issue with his employment application.
Ivey ultimately settled this case with a
payment of $1500 to Robbins. And this
was not isolated incident as here is a
listing of several additional court cases
filed against Ivey by injured workers
and others.

Coming next issue: A full accounting of Ivey/Encompass’s
dozens of OSHA citations and thousands of dollars in fines.

dozen regional offices across the
southeast, including Atlanta,
Birmingham, Jackson (MS), 2 locations
in North Carolina and 3 locations in
Kentucky. It has absorbed a dozen or
more contractors, in effect becoming a
“mini-Encompass” of its own.

Some companies that were part of
Ivey/Encompass Southeast, such as
Statewide in North Carolina, apparently
vanished into the new Ivey. Others such
as CR Hipp in South Carolina, spun
free as separate operations. And yet
others, such as Ray Mechanical, were
dissolved after selling their property to
the new Ivey for $10.

Ivey’s name had changed during its

demise and reincarnation that began as
Ivey, then became Coastal, then
Encompass, then LT Mechanical,
then back to Ivey with its affiliates
Trinity and IMC.

By 2005 Ivey was generating
$109 million in regional income,
according to trade publications. Ivey
claimed to employ about 1300
construction workers in 2007, although
that number fell to 800 by 2010.

But before Ivey climbed back to
post-bankruptcy respectability,
several Ivey/Encompass employees
had complained of unfair treatment.
See the articles on page 4 for more
details.

COURT CASES & TAX PROBLEMS cont’d from page 5
An Ivey worker
severely beats
another employee

 Dickey v. Ivey
According to the court

complaint, in August 2009 an
Ivey Mechanical employee
named Rick Tims beat up Craig
Dickey, at a time when both men
were employed on the Canadian
Valley Medical Center in Yukon,
Oklahoma. Tims sued, claiming
$75,000 in medical expenses for
his injuries. He charged that Ivey
had prior knowledge that Tims
was violent and was negligent in
supervising him. This case is still
pending.

This was not an isolated
incident. Injured workers have
filed several additional court
cases against Ivey and it’s
affiliates.
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Source Notes
Lawsuits
Ivey v. Grey: Case #201012708, Harris County, TX
Wright v. Encompass: US Federal District Court. CV-02-H-1263-S
Encompass Bankruptcy, Sale of Encompass SE: US Bankruptcy Court, Houston Division. 02-43582-H4-11, Document 809
Ivey v. Coastal Crane: Attala County, Mississippi Circuit Court. 06-145-cv-l
Touko v. Ivey: US Federal District Court. 1-03-cv-2408-rlv
North Carolina Tax Delinquency: Film 94-84-185, Cumberland County Superior Court, Fayetteville, North Carolina, 94-M-1527
Ivey v. Atlantic Skanska: Fulton County Superior Court, Georgia. 2009-CV-178174
Titan Atlantic v. Ivey, Wake Plumbing, et al. Wake County Superior Court, North Carolina. 04-CV-004845
La Quinta v. Ivey: Duval County, Florida. 16-2006-cc-001967
Ivey v. Downtown Daytona 200: Volusia County, Florida. 2004-30971 CICI
Ivey v. Robin Beckner: File 1077, filed 11/12/04, Cumberland County, NC
Robbins v. Ivey: 2008-00221300, Jefferson County, Alabama.
Ivey v. Lee’s China: C3M 767, Cumberland County Superior Court, NC.

Liens
Memorial Hospital Lien Claim Document: 2010244762, Duval County, Florida
Vallencourt Lien: Book 11658, Page 2214, Duval County, Florida Clerk of Circuit Court.
Robin Beckner lien: Complaint #10071, Filed in NC

Publications
Contractor Magazine: 2/1/03, “Encompass Files Chapter 11”
Engineering News Review: 10/14/02, “Trouble Surrounds Encompass”
Contractor Magazine,  4/1/03, “Joe Ivey ‘Trying to Move Quietly into the Sunset’
AllBusiness: 10/29/01, “Ivey Mechanical – A Big Mississippi Success Story”
,
Websites
Construction Executive Online: Ivey Mechanical Company LLC
Polk Mechanical website: Biography of Ken Polk
Ivey Mechanical web site\

OSHA Violations
Nissan job: Inspection Nr: 304315252, Report ID: 0419400

Ivey Mechanical Corporate Information

CORPORATE OFFICE

PO Box 610
514 N Wells St.
Kosciusko, MS 39090
www.iveymechanical.com

EXECUTIVES

Larry Terrell, CEO, President
Randy Drew, CFO

Jonica
Underline

http://contractorscritic.files.wordpress.com/2011/10/iveycoastalscan.pdf
Jonica
Underline

http://contractorscritic.files.wordpress.com/2011/10/iveytoukoscan.pdf


The information contained in The Contractors’ Critic does not reflect a complete history
of the business practice of Ivey Mechanical, Inc. and/or its related companies.

The Contractors’ Critic is publishing information that contractors do not and will not
publish about themselves. The Contractors’ Critic has relied on the public record to
present this information to the public in an effort to promote safety, productivity,
honesty, and environmental compliance in the construction industry.

Ivey did not reply to a written request for a response about the information contained in
this brochure. Any subsequent response by Ivey will be published on the Critic’s website.

The Contractors’ Critic will continue to seek and publish additional data. Copies of all Ivey/
Encompass court cases, liens, OSHA violations, and other supporting documentation cited
in this brochure will be posted on the Critic’s website during September 2011.
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“If your only tool is a hammer, then every problem will look
like a nail. When it comes to the construction industry, the
main dispute resolution tool remains a lawyer, and every
disagreement still looks like a lawsuit....”

Welcome to the Contractors’ Critic
has been “stubbornly litigious...” Is
this the best course of action for
the construction industry?

The Critic views court cases and
liens as a plague on our construction
industry. Contractors, employees and
their organizations, and customers
should be working together and
settling their differences outside of
the court house. But the trend in our
industry is towards more court suits,
not less. As the Engineering News
Report has editorialized:

“If your only tool is a hammer, then
every problem will look like a nail.
When it comes to the construction
industry, the main dispute resolution
tool remains a lawyer, and every
disagreement will look like a lawsuit.
Lawsuits go against the basic nature
of the industry. Construction is not an
individual endeavor, but rather a
business of team building. Successful

teams and projects are built on the
strengths of each member, while
lawsuits and unsuccessful projects are
founded on the weaknesses of team
members. A decade or more may pass
before there is any resolution of a
dispute by the courts leaving no one a
winner. Some industry sources claim the
tide of dispute resolution may be turning
back towards the courts. This may
indicate that the construction industry
has become too complacent to combat
creeping litigiousness.”

The Critic could not agree more
with this ENR editorial. These are the
reasons why the Critic devotes its
resources to researching and
publishing details on litigation and liens
in the construction industry. The Critic
feels that the sheer numbers and the
types of these lawsuits should be of
grave concern to every contractor and
construction customer

During the last four decades, the
construction industry has changed from
a cooperative family of customers,
contractors, workers, and unions, into a
bitter struggle in which the low bid rules,
and wages and construction quality
suffer. Litigation, liens, faulty projects,
and worker injuries are all threatening
our industry’s future.

In this atmosphere, the industry
deserves a closer look at the records
of the contractors that have risen to
the top. The Critic is not implying
that Ivey Mechanical is better or
worse than its competitors, but they
are one of the biggest and most
successful specialty contractors in the
Southeast and among the biggest
nationally. We simply provide the
evidence in their court cases, liens,
OSHA citations, and other data, and
let you decide. In one court suit, a
fellow contractor charged that Ivey


